The Cute Ones

26 x 26 min.

There’s nothing better than playing with cute and cuddly animals except maybe cozying up with the family
and watching these amazing creatures on TV!
lovable wild and domesticated animal species.

Each episode examines the animals that are quirky, funny and cuddly. In this wonderful series, we focus on
the most adorable animals. The Cutest of them all.
the world.
• Whether it is Owls, bats, koalas or cats, this series will explore and celebrate the fun and quirky features that
actually make an animal cute to us. The world is full of adorable animals ! All of them so much more than just
a pretty face!
• Through anecdotes and a mine of fascinating facts, we will discover the furry, soft, feathery fun of our cutest
loved, and engender great love in our hearts.
The themes of the episodes are as follows:
1. Cuddly Friends

2. Friends For Life

3. Bouncing Buddies

4. Cutest Moments

5. Inseparable

6. Our Buddies forever

7. Cats & Mice

8. Sweetness & Sympathy

9. Small And Tall

10. Cutest to make
you smile

11. With My Mom ...
Forever ...

12. The Great Jugglers
Water
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13. Cute But Dangerous 14. The Funniest Bosses

15. Pet Bundle

16. Zoo Births

17. Cute and Cuter

18. Incredibly Clumsy

19. The Cute Flippers

20. Weird And Wonderful

21. Tall Tails

22. Really Quirky

23. Memes & Jokes

24. Puppy Love

25. Pole To Pole

26. The Cutest Of The Cute

OUR BUDDIES FOREVER
Episode 1
Opening Titles / Teaser: From the vast savanna’s to the tranquil seas, in lush rainforests
and across the icy shores – welcome to a world where cute and cuddly reigns supreme.
Here cuteness comes in all shapes and sizes. They’re fluffy, curious and even slimy, but
have one thing in common – they’re all RIDICULOUSLY cute!

The Cute Ones

Introduce our “buddies forever”: Cats, dogs, horses, fish and reptiles – whatever the
species we LOVE our pets and for many of us our furry, feathery, scaly friends have also
become true and valued members of our families!
Various cute, domesticated pets and their owners
______________________________________________________________________
Break (1) One
Little Buddies: Cute puppies, cuddly little kittens or adorable bunnies – nothing makes
a person ooh and ahh and get that warm, gooey feeling more than playing or watching
baby animals, which is why many of us choose to get our pets when they’re still young.
_______________________________________________________________________
Break (2) Two
Special Relationship between Pets and Kids: If baby animals aren’t cute enough – the
special bond between kids and their pets is even cuter, for many of us our pets are also
our first best friends.
Various – kids and their pet stories. Having a pet in the home brings love, laughter and
joy with lots of cuddle time, playing in the yard, walks in the park and even funny dress
up times – I mean what’s cuter than a pit-bull in a dress, a poodle in a tiara or a bearded
lizard in a tutu? Super fun times while also teaching kids confidence and responsibility.
________________________________________________________________________
Break (3) Three
Dogs vs Cats: Why do they call dogs mans best friends and not cats? Dogs and cats are
known to have been our loyal companions for over 10,000 years, but why do some of us
prefer one species over another?
Dog owners will tell you dogs are loyal, affectionate, friendly and playful. They show
unconditional love and are good guardians and playmates for children. But are cats JUST
cute to look at? No way! Cats can be independent and a little wild as they ambush us
when we least expect it, but they also give us lots of love and affection. In fact some cats
even enjoy taking walks, driving on motorcycles and surfing with their owners! [Unusual
or Surfing cat footage?] AND reptile lovers will tell you they get just as much love and
affection from their scaly friends too!
One fact remains all animals can be adorable, sweet, funny and SUPER CUTE to the
people who love them!!

Break (4) Four
Pets Give Back: We know we love our pets and many of us spoil them rotten – giving
them the best foods, comfy beds, fancy outfits and even cupcakes on their birthday’s, in
return pets are cute, cuddly and give us unconditional love. But it’s not all about licks,
cuddles and chirps - many of our pets also serve to protect, help and guide us and some
even work with us.
Farm cats control rodent problems, horses help herd livestock and dogs actually work
alongside their owners as police dogs, military dogs and service dogs that help people
with disabilities – seeing eye dogs are trained to lead their owners safely around obstacles
and for other dogs their main job is just to make people happy with visits to nursing
homes and hospitals.
Close: No matter the species you prefer we all know animals bring us boundless amounts
of love and friendship and are our most special and cherished BUDDIES FOREVER.
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